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Mr. Chai rman, ladies and gentlemen.

I am very honoured to have the opportunity to address you here today.

I come representing one of the youngest members of the United Nations

family, but one nevertheless ready and willing to work with others within

and beyond the UN system who have a common concern for the future of

humankind. I would particularly Iike to thank the UNDP's Regional Bureau

for Asia and the Pacific for its gracious invitation tb include me in its

deliberations on the Bureaurs inter-country programme activities. lt

would seem to me that the best contribution I could make here would be to

concentrate on the threat to the welfare of peoples in the Asia and Pacific

region resulting from the synergistic effect of the energy and food crisis.

The energy crisis that we now face is not so much one of absolute

shortage but one of rising prices, of the struggle for access to and control

of energy sources and of the negative ecological and social impacts

resulting from peoplets response to higher energy costs, especially in the

large, populous, low-income countries in the region. lt is already quite

obvious that those who need energy most will be increasingly marginalized

by these higher prices.

* The author wishes to express his gratitude to those colleagues and
friends inside and outside the UNU who have in various ways contributed in
the preparation of this paper. He remains, of course, responsible for any
errors of omi ss i on or commi ss i on.
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The food crisis is above all one of maldistribution and the

incapacity of millions of poor people to either produce or buy their

staple food. The rising energy prices wi I I have a four-fold negative

effect on the food situation:

- fertilizer and other oil-based inputs will become more expensive;

as a result food prices would become highly sensitive to changes

in oil prices;

- poor people will be forced to resort even more to the predatory

exploitation of fuelwood with the accompanying adverse ecological

effects for agriculture because of deforestation and destabi I ization

of water suppl i es;

- crop land is likely to be shifted to the production of biomass

energy, making not only food, but also fibre, more scarce; and

- the economic advantages of substituting energy plantations for

food crops, which could incl ude new employment opportunities and

incomes of nrany rural peopl",.Ly also start an inflationary

spiral of food prices to the extent that mounting oil prices will

push biomass energy prices well above the value of food.

Beyond these generalities, the exact impact of rising energy cost on the

production and price of food will be different for each country, and

remains to be determined through careful research. Al so our understanding

of the exact social and economic connexions between hunger and poverty is

generally quite inadequate. [,Je know, to take just one instance, very little

about the flow of food through urban centres and the role of cash in it.

Also, except if the liquid fuels were made from non-food crops, or if the

energy crops can be produced in addition to meeting consumptive needs in the
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food and fibre areas, the poor could be adversely affected by energy cropping

in several ways -- r.ising food prices due to decreased supplies, less

food aid, rising fibre prices (because of reduced production of fibre

crops) and possibly decreased securi ty or stabi I ity of food suppl ies

(depending upon whether or not priority was given to stability of liquid

fuel product ion).

Neither do we know how higher prices will affect relative prices

of different food stuffs, and their differential impact in terms of

nutritional intake on different income groups, especial ly of the poor

in many countries, in both rural and urban areas. A major country-level

research effort is therefore required before effective pol icy instruments

can be developed and before the strategic points of policy intervention

can be identified with a view to mitilate the negative effects of rising

energy cost on food prices and production levels.

I

Pul I ing together the various studies that are avai Iable regarding

the interrelationships between demographic, energy, ecological, and

socio-economic magnitudes, it is possible to draw the outline of a

disturbing, emerging scenario that wi I I reach its most critical stage

in the coming two decades. This will, I hope, help us in discussing in

a larger societal framework of constraints and opportuni ties the pol icy

and planning dilemmas that we wi lI have to confront during that period.

The fact that world food production in total has so far kept half
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a step ahead of population growth is a remarkable achievement. But

'looking ahead to the end of the century the outlook for continuing a

sufficient overal I supply of food is anything but assured. Usi ng only

present modern agricultural methods, our planet could theoretical Iy

produce enough food for the six billion people who will inhabit the

earth in the year 2000. A sustained rate of agricultural growth of 2.7

per cent, which is a reasonable extrapolation from present trends, would

result in a global output of food grains of 2 billion metric tonnes by

the end of the century. This would meet the projected commercial demand

for food, even if high income growth raises the aggregate consumer demand

for more and higher quality foods. ln other words those who will be

able to pay for food will not go hungry. The real problem remains, as

it has been since time immemorial, the elimination of, hunger caused by

poverty, which places commercial Iy avai lable food beyond the reach of

hundreds of mi I I ions of people. The Food and Agriculture Organization

(fnO) considers it both desirable and "feasible for the agricultural

production of the developing nations excluding China to be increased by

107 per cent between 1980 and 2000, which implies a considerable

acceleration to an annual rate of increase of 3.7 per cent' But such

an expansion of production requires a total increase of commercial

energy use by 380 per cent or about 8 per cent annual ly and the \^Jorld

Bank has concluded that if this high-growth scenario becomes real there

would still be 470 million people living in absolute poverty by the year

20C0. Their number could be as high as 710 million if the World Bankrs

lorv-growth scenarios material i ze.

In this regard it should be pointed out that the global communityrs
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cependence on international trade in food grains and petroleum products

has not led to food security. Although only about l0 per cent of the

r^,,orldrs total grain output enters international trade, crop failures in

one country can jack up the price of food for all other countries. An

American presidential commission on world hunger reported in March 
.l980

that a global production shortfall of l0 per cent could increase the

price of rice and wheat 200 per cent or more on the world market, The

developing countries import currently about 50 mi I I ion metric tonnes of

food grains. By 1988 their annual deficit of wheat, rice and coarse

grains could reach 85 million metric tonnes from 50 milIion at present

and by the year 2000, according to the FAO, developing countries will

require imports of 175 nillion metric tonnes of food grains. Such

extrapolations do not address either the question of whether foreign

exchange earnings, international credits and food aid wil l be able to

secure such quantities of food for the importing countries, or of the

logistics of timely transportation and distribution of food grains

around the globe in such unprecedented amounts. Even niore disturbing

is the likelihood that in the case of a major global shortfall of food

grains, the richer and more successful newly industrial ized nat ions

which are able to pay the highest prices will take the food grains out

of reach of the poorest countries through higher bidding. Much of the

additional food that is required wilI therefore have to be produced in

the developi ng countries themsel ves, even though these countri es may

continue sharply to increase thei r imports.

Efforts to increase agricu.l tural production in the face of

escalating energy prices place increasing strain on the natural resource
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base, i.e., land, water and forests. Assured water suppl ies for crop

growth increase the effectiveness with which the energy inputs (human,

solar, and chemical) are used. tr/e are truly privileged to meet in a

country that has shown how the production of food grains in a developing

country can be, increased. No country offers a more impressive example

of what therrgreen revolutiont,of the 1950s and 70s could achieve than

lndia, whose stunning successes in crop increases deserve our admiration

and respect. still the green revolution with its reliance on energy-

intensive inputs appears to be reaching its peak, as the price of petroleum

limits the capacity of developing countries to provide fertilizers,
pesticides, and equiprnent for their agriculture, and 35 their irrigation
systems are nearing capacity.

Besides these inherent problems of energy-intensi,ve agriculture,

an even more pernicious negative synergism is threatening the developing

countries. crop failures, driving up the price of food grains on the

world marketr would have an even ro." r*r.re impact on their vulnerable

economies, if they happen to coincide with further increases in the price

of crude oil. Although the energy consumption of the poorest developing

countries accounts for only a small part of the world total, they are

becoming rapidly unable to obtain the foreign exchange they require.

I'leither their major export earnings, nor foreign credits and grants wi I I

be able to provide indefinitely the means needed to import food, energy

and the capital and consumer goods on which their economic development

depends. The developing countries will not be able to solve their food

problem without solving their energy problem and, without a satisfactory

solution to both, their economic growth wil I be severely con'strained.



The centrality of this food and energy nexus therefore makes any unco-ordinated

sectoral approach to a developing countryrs food and energy problem inadequate,

and ca I I s for a comprehens i ve pol i cy approach.

ln addition serious constraints are bound to confront, in different ways

and degrees in each country, the effort to increase food production through

the more intensive use of high-energy inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides,

herbicides, and irrigation. There are already important indications of

diminishing returns in this respect. The possibi I ities of extensive

increase have all but vanished- Land under cultivation is, even by

optimistic projections, not Iikely to increase more than 4 per cent by

the year 2000 because most good land is already being cultivated and

even this may be upset by the fast growth of cities which in most cases

is at the cost of agricultural land. ln some regions it may be possible

to bring additional land under cultivation through a large programme of

soil fertilization using irrigation and fertilizers. Elsewhere, given

the decline in land availability, incredses in food production to meet

rising demands may make agriculture even more dependent on oil-based

inputs than has been the case thus far.

AlI this has obvious and staggering implications for the cost of

food production. Present projections indicate a 95 per cent increase

in the real price of food by the year 2000 but we may be in for much

larger jumps in the price of oil than these projections assumed, in which

case the effect on food prices could be still more marked. As mentioned

earlier, worid food production is projected to increase slightly above

population increases. However increase in p.r- capita consumption wi I I

Iargely be conf ined to industrial ized nat,"* fr*a -"rkedly in eastern

7
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Europe, the USSR and Japan) and, in the developing world, to Latin America

and East Asia. ln the populous countries of South Asia (accounting for I.J

billion people by the year 2000) consumption will improve hardly at all,

whereas the pressure on Southeast Asian countries Iike Thailand to export

their grain and feed to meet balance of payments difficulties arising largely

out of a greatly increased oil bill, is likely to keep the poor of these

societies continuously deprived. The outlook for improved diets for the

poorest people in the poorer developing countries is grim indeed. As of now

consumption of calories, even on the average, continues to remain below the

'rminimum requi rements" laid down by FAO, whi le evidence is beginning to

emerge that these'rminimum requirementsil may have been set too low for people

in developing countries. Moreover, income and food distribution wi thin most

LDCs is so skewed that national average caloric consumption must be 2O to 40

per cent above minimum levels before the poorest are likely to meet minimum

standards of diet. All this will get accentuated with the steep rise in the

cost of food production that lies ahbad. ln South, East and Southeast Asia

(as well as poor areas of North and Central Africa and the Middle East) the

quantity of food available to the poorest groups of people wilI be so

insufficient that their children will not be able to reach normal physical

levels (height, body weight, etc.), not to speak of psychic enercy and

intelligence and good health which are all so heavily dependent on nutrition.

The World Bank has estimated that the number of malnourished people in the

developing countries could rise from 400 to 500 million in the mid-seventies

to 1.3 bi I i ion in the year 2000.

All this does not take into account the accelerating chances of

ecological erosion under stringent production conditions, incidents of severe
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drought, floods which have become a recurring feature in this part of the

world and climate instability which is also in the cards. Nor does it take

into account the very large increases that are bound to take place in the

cost of fertilizers and the transportation of food, the latter often the

largest component of food prices. Also, as more arid and marginal and

weather-sensitive Iands are brought under cultivation and as these are

subjected to energy-intensive cultivation, there will be greatly increased

pressure on the agro-resource base, producing low quality yields at very high

costs of production. The costs of energy and energy-based inputs have

already risen rapidly and are already bringing diminishing returns in many

parts of the world, especially where these inputs have only now begun to be

heavi ly used.

Meanwhi Ie, there are taking place signi ficant shifts in food and

agricultural pol icy in the industrial ized countries with the growing concern

with protecting their agricultural resources, especially soils, and with

growing real ization of the resource impl ications of higher and higher

production of food to meet world demands. Yet another source of pressure on

their resource base can be expected to come from rising industrial demand

for grain, especial 1y for fermentation into alcohol-based fuels. These and

other domestic pressures in the industrial ized countries, the rapid increases

in fossil fuel prices and the growing incl ination to use t'resource diplomacytl

could severely disrupt food production, raise food prices beyong manageable

Iimits and deprive millions of people - already suffering from extremes of

disparity and grinding poverty - of even minimum nutrition for survival.

AII of this will force the LDCs as a whole, and especially their poor, which

constitute a majority, to fend for themselves, a demand for which many of
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them seem to be unprepared.

The same di lemma also obtains for oi I-based ferti I izers, namely the

increasing dependence on them for the production of more food on the one hand

and the steeply rising costs and growing dangers from their excessive use on

the other. This applies to other inputs like pesticides, new strains of

grain and large irrigation systems as well. The accelerated use of pesticides

is expected to raise crop yields quickly and substantially especially in the

developing countries. Yet many of these chemicals produce a wide-range of

serious environmental consequences and in turn adversely affect agricultural

production. lndiscriminate use of pesticides (which is expected to increase

6 times over the 1975 to 2000 period if present rates of increase continue)

itself causes severe pollution of irrigation canals, ponds, and rice paddies.

But large scale irrigation also adversely affects the quality of water and

the stability of both fresh-water and coastal eco-systems, not to speak of

its high social cost especially for the poorer and underprivileged people

affected by it. Similarly crop yield5 are expected to be increased

significantly by much wider use of high-yield strains of grains. Unfortunately

large monocultures of genetically identical crops pose increasedlr.isks of

excessive ddpletion of nutrients Ieading to soil degradation and of

catastrophic loss from insect attacks or crop epidemics.

ln the meantime, many developing countries al ready have great

difficulties in meeting th"ir present energy needs and the prospects for

meeting their future needs are even worse. Eighty-five developing

countries are net importers of oil or another" form of commercial energy;

one-fifth of these depend on oil for !0 per cent or more of their commercial

energy. The others depend on oil for between 50 and !0 per cent of their
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energy use' with the exception of a few countries, particularly lndia.

The result of the continuing rapid price increase of oil is that the

trade deficits of the oi l-import ing developing countries keep growing.

The possibility of a collapse of the world financial system as a result

of a future oil crisis is no longer unthinkable. lf the oil-importing

countries cannot find means of payment to service their growing debts,

they might be forced to default, request national debt moratoria or

repudiate their debts. The world's financial organizations have done

I ittle to cope with this problem, although the lnternational Monetary

Fund has created an oi I facil ity and the I./orld Bank has started lending

for energy development.

However, the industrial ized countries of the 0ECD group appear to

be concerned primarily with their own vulnerability to the Ioss of oil
imports. lt would be excessively optimistic to assume that in cris is
situations the OECD countries would come to the assistance of the poorer

and most vulnerable oi l-importing developing countries which are not

included in the lnternational Energy Agency,s plans. 0pEC aid programmes

have been comparatively generous, but they are not a solution to the

problems of the oil-importing developing countries. \^1orse may still be

in store for these oil- importing developing countries. A l^/orld Bank

study released in August 1980 concluded that if the oi l-importing

developing countries were not able to increase their domestic energy

production faster than in recent years, to about 7 per cent annually,

their oil import bill in constant 1980 US dollars would rise in 1990 to

I l0 bi I I ion dol Iars. This study concl uded that by maximizing domestic

energy production from oi l, gas, coal, hydropower and biomass resources,

t
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and by a vigorous programme of energy conservation, these countries

could cut their oil import bill in 1990 by 25 to 30 billion dollars (in

1980 dol Iars). This could be done without reducing overal I economic

growth. But the total investment needed for an expanded energy programme

by the oil-importing developing countries would be 450 to 500 billion

dollars (in t98O dollars) over the next decade, to be obtained from both

domest ic savi ngs and external sources, i ncl ud i ng ass i stance from the

World Bank. At the end of the fiscaI years 1979 and 1980, the h/orld Bank

had committed 4.5 billion dollars for projects in the energy field and

it plans to lend I3 billion more over the five-year period from l!BI

1985, a shortfal I of l2 bill ion less than what the \.Jorld Bank considers

des i rable and feas i bl e.

It is clear that the international community is not yet committed

to helping the developing countries solve their energy problems. We can

only hope that the incl ination to use "resource diplomacy," through

withholding food, energy or technology, can be resisted by those countries

so tempted, and that the concerted pol itical and diplomatic efforts

towards a comprehensive global solution will be continued despite all

the obvious difficulties. Col lapse of the international order into

chaos appears to be the only alternative at a tremendous cost to hundreds

of mi I I ions of people.

:r- -r- -r- J- -r-

I
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The outline of the emerging scenario presented here that Iinks the

food and energy nexus in populous, Iow-income developing countries with

ecological degradation and the incapacity of the international system,

also shows the negative impact on the food and energy situation in each

country, further exacerbat ing'the problem with ecological disruption and

social dislocation. The studies from which this outl ine has been drawn

are of course fami I iar to ar/yone concerned with national and international

development. Nevertheless, the response of governments has been more

of an ad hoc and sectoral character and more in the nature of crisis

management than of comprehens i ve planning. The governmental response

to the domestic dimensions of this problem does not obviate the need

to press the struggle for global solutions. These should, include elements

I ike preferential access by energy-deficit poor countries to sources of

energy supply guaranteed through international agreements, whi Ie rich

energy-consuming countries commit themsplves to a pol icy of energy

conservation as a contribution to the solution of the world food-energy

crisis, And while short-term solutions wiII have to be worked out as

wel l, no developing country can avoid making the fundamental societal

adjustments to the end of the era of cheap energy, and to the realistic

high cost of energy as a feature of the next two decades. Nor can they

avoid the recognition of the centrality of the food-energy problem in

any such response. The efforts to diversify energy-supply sources and

to maximize domestic energy production from oi l, gas, coal, hydraul ic

and biomass resources and a vigorous programme of energy conservation

constitute the basis of such a response. ln addition, the use of

_ 13 _
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local ly avai lable and renewable energy sources, including solar and

wind energy, should be actively encouraged. \{hile serious consideration

should be given to the potentialities of agriculture as an energy

producer, assurances will have to be made that this will not exacerbate

the problem of poverty, hunger and inequity. Efforts to cope with the

pressures on the balance of payments and the need to mobilize capital

for structural adjustments of production capacity away from oil will

have to be continued as well.

Still it has to be realized that in as much as there is an energy

facet to every human activity, most of the variables in the energy-

development nexus lie outside the energy sector proper. The heart of

the response must Iie in the search for less energy-intensive, ecologically-

sustainable development strategies in which the elasticity of demand for

energy is recognized as a strategic variable and not a parameter. This

will require policy studies and the design of appropriate policy instruments

towards the el imination of wasteful uses of energy through: greater

discipl ine and education; greater efficiency of the existing energy

systems through better management and the use of software, including

rational time scheduling of activities at the factory, town, and country

Ievel ; restructuring production systems towards less energy-intensive

Processes; restructuring consumption durables by redesigning vehicles,

electrical appl iances, etc.; and by designing less' energy-intensive

service and del ivery systems for transportation and less energy-intensive

building methods and building materials.

Another important dimension of the energy-development nexus, affecting

both the demand and supply, is the energy profile of the patterns of

spatial occupation. The spatial distribution of human activities



d ictates the transportat ion flows of a reg ion. The vol ume of transportat ion

flow could be greatly reduced through decentral ization, a better organization
and co-ordination of local economies, and a more selective linking of
the local , nat ional and transnational economic space. Studies of this
kind could lead to new concepts in regional development, in designing

alternative urban-rural configurations, as well as in urban planning

and the relative location patterns of food production units, dwel I ing

places and places of emproyment. ln the rural sector, in view of the

complexity and diversity of conditions throughout the world, no universal
solution to the combined food and energy crisis in all countries will
be possible. tlhat is required instead is a methodology of approach which

can be used in solving and in generating sorutions to probrems as they

are encountered by the rural inhabitants in each coun,try and in organizing
optimal systems capable of simurtaneousry producing food, feed, energy
and non-food products incruding fibre, bui rding materiars and even

biological pest icides.

ln the energy sector proper, technolog ical ly pl ural ist ic systems of
energy sources and scales of product ion, and 6p1 1r"1 combinat ions of
technologies of different revers of sophistication should be deve.roped.

A whole range of new studies wilJ be needed that would enable us to
evaluate alternative energy systems not only in terms of economic but

also of ecological and 56qi61 criteria. rt wir r be impossibre arso to
manage the trade-offs between food, feed, energy and materials without
comprehensive Iand-use planning on the l6s6l as well as on the national
scale. lnstead of treating these as alternative outputs, an integrated
supply function should be worked out as a major planning tool. The need

to make the best use of the complementarities of crop, animar feed and

I
I

I
I
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energy production points to the need for'recological farmsil in which

wastes are properly recycled.

ln addi tion, in-depth studies wi I I be requi red in areas I ike:

food production and the associated distribution systems; industrial

production systems; the energy profi les of spatial occupation patterns;

the energy costs of operating energy production and distribution systems;

as well as the energy profiles of time use and leisure activities.

With regard to increased food production, although additional land

will undoubtedly be brought under cultivation, much of the additional

food output will have to come from intensification -- more production

per hectare. This in turn wi I l,come about through improved biological

precesses that control food crop productivity and improved cropping

systems, especially the production of two crops where one was grown

before. AIso increasing amounts of special ity crops such as vegetables

wi I I be grown under protective conditions (cold frames, greenhogS€sr

and plastic covers) in the cooler cl.imates as is now for instance

practiced around the larger cities in northern China and in Japan.

It has also become clear that the natural limits of plant productivity

are still far from being reached and increased investment in the required

research, adaptation, testing and dissemination is certainly justified

and desi rable. When new breakthroughs wi I 1 come is impossible to

predict but i'l lustrative of some of the possibi I ities are: the areas

of biological nitrogen fixation, genetic improvements and improvements

in photosynthetic efficiency. Also research into enhancing resistance

to environmental stresses, pest management, weather and cl imate,

management of tropical soi ls, irrigation and water management, improved



aquaculture systems, and organic ferti I izers promises considerable

payoff. Advances in these areas would reduce the dependence on chemical

ferti I izers and pesticides. Together with integrated rural energy and

food production systems as well as energy cropping in the area of

agro-forestry (providing this is based on a proper understanding of the

prevai I ing trade-offs between energy, food, feed, and material production),

those advances could significantly reduce the developing countriesl

dependence on energy imports as well as the pressure on food prices.

lnevitably then the developing countries wi I I have to move increasingly

and rapidly towards a more complex science-based agriculture with a

much greater interdependence between agriculture and other parts of the

economy. lt is also necessary to consider anew, after critic,al evaluation

and careful selection, traditional cropping patterns, and farming and

resource management practices, where suitable, in combination with modern

science-based methods, which could greatly reduce energy inputs and yet

increase yields and regenerate soi l ferti I ity. Such techniques include

mixed cropping, especial ly agro-forestry, and aquaculture. Various

combinations of agricultural, si lvicultural, psstoral and aquacultural

elements can be arranged in systems of mutual benefit to all elements

-- without straining the recovery capacities of the ecosystem. Efforts to

better understand these linkages and towards the formulation of supportive

pol icies should be part of the research agenda.

I
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However, it would be wrong to assume that breakthroughs in science-

based agriculture, such as greater increases in yield through increased

land productivity or genetic manipulation, would find automatic application

in the small-scale type of agriculture that will continue to characterize

to a large degree the agricultural sector in populous, low-income developing

countries. ln the United States it has general ly taken farmers seven

to eight years to adopt a new method in a setting of high-technology,

energy and land-resource intensive, labour-saving type agriculture.

Given the urgency of the problem in the developing countries, wqys of

introducing agricultural innovations even more rapidly under the much

more difficult circumstances of small-scale agriculture will have to be

deve I oped.

This requires that-study and testing of the social and cultural

impl ications and the methodology of the dissemination of the scientific

innovations under actual field condibions become part of the responsibi I ity

of agricultural research institutions. The farmers wi I I have to learn

about the less energy-intensive, but more science-intensive, options

available to them and select those which are most advantageous to their

local conditions. This requires a stock of knowledge and technology

upon which to draw for the improvement of the techniques of agricultural

production, energy use and q6g6nizational management. These techniques

must be not only proven and locally applicable but also within the

economic reach of all in the rural community which should also have

the technological competence and the skills to construct, operate and

maintain the associated systems. These techniques should not only

increase agricultural production but also equitably benefit al I segments

- 18 -



of the rural society including women and chi ldren, generate employment,

and promote conservation of the ecological carrying capacity of the local

environments. This also requires improved extension methodologies,

which should be reinforced by the development of a village-based horizontal

,tinformation environment,r'managed by or with the participation of the

farmers themselves, that is relevant to thei r needs, asPi rations and

values. lt also requi res a better understanding of the dynamics of

community participation, vi i lage self-management and farmers' associations

including the marginal farmers, the landless labourers, women and other

disadvantaged groups in the countryside.

It will not be sufficient to reach only the relatively resource-rich

farmers to reduce the ecological consequences of the fuelwood needs of

the poorer segments in a vi11age, nor to reduce their migration into

the cities at high social cost. The crunch of high energy costs cannot

be resolved at this level without directly addressing the problem of

poverty and the poor. The dynamizatidn of the countryside, including

the social snd political participation of the traditional ly marginal ized

segments of the rural population is an essential element in the total

response to the food-energy synergy. Equity, therefore, is no Ionger

merely a morally desirable objective but has in the face of the high

cost of energy and its social, economic and ecological consequences'

become a fundamental necessity. As some experiments in community forestry

and community irrigation management show, with proper incentives and

relevant information, the involvement of these marginal ized segments

of the rural population are not a liability but constitute a productive

and present ly under-ut i I i zed resource.
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The introduction of science-based agriculture wi I I also requi re a

variety of major institutional and structural changes, ranging from

land reform to the development of more efficient farming systems, credit

systems, and co-operatives. There is evidence to show that the capacity

to adopt institutionaJ 6[6nges is increased when such changes are made

to coincide with the introduction of new technologies which would

demonstrably enlarge the benefi ts derived from such changes. The

dissemination of science-based agriculture in smal l-scale farming,

therefore, involves a major learning process, not only for the farmers

but also for governments. The major unresolved problem in rural development

has been the conci I iation of the contradictory management requi rements

of the national bureaucracy and the dynamics of rural self-management

and autonomy. Government bureaucracies wi I I be cal led upon to change

thei r traditional ly paternal istic role to one supportive of rural

emancipation, self-rel iance and srnp.rerment.

The learning process involves not only the dissemination of science-

based information to individual farmers but also a process of social

learning -- the enhancement of the capacity of social organizations to

respond creatively to new requi rements and opportunit ies. This enhancement

of the societal learning capacity of developing countries, i.e., the

capacity of societies and groups within it to ingest, utilize, and

further develop new information through both the formal and non-formal

education systems and information associations and institutions, should

therefore become a major area for research and development for greater

self-sufficiency in food and energy. The adjustments in social organization

to new scientific inputs that marginal lands require as populations

move from overcrowded coastal areas to the ecoloq ical ly frag i le uplands
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is a case in point.

AI I this, however, remains meariingless unless simultaneously a more

fundamental change is made: changes in the terms of trade between the

urban and rural sectors in favour of the latter. This is the one

problem which almost al I governments in developing countries have managed

to avoid out of deference to the greater weight of the urban centres in

the pol itical equation. The era of trigh-cost energy now makes the

redressing of the urban-rural terms of trade an unavoidable necessity,

on which the successful implementation of a science-based food production

pol icy and an energy-conserving, ecological ly sustainable develoPment

strategy wi I I hinge. Governments, therefore, may have to begin to

gradually build the pol itical constituencies that wiII enable them to

come to grips with this problem.

The time has come to prepare ourselves for this gigantic effort

in science-supported social transformation. 0utside the Third World,

f or i nstance, research i n genet ic eng ineer ing and recomb inant Dl'lA i s

advancing rapidly. These areas of Uiotechnology have begun to move

from the laboratory into industry. Major multinational corporations

are investing billions of doilars in these areas while new small venture-

capital companies have sprung up in competition with the industrial

giants, in the belief that a new revolution is just over the horizon.

The developing countries cannot afford to be left behind by the revolution

expected from biotechnology. Acquisition and application of these

innovations will require strong political will and substantial economic

resources, besides scientific know-how. Unresolved queslions of

technology transfer, which have preoccupied the participants in the



North-South dialogue of the Iast decade, will be exacerbated if they

interfere with agricultural progress in the developing world. AIready,

seeds are being patented in many Western industrial societies by private

companies which expect very substantial profits from the appl ication

of biotechnology to agricultuFer energy production and chemical

industries. l^/ays must be found to assist the diffusion of these

innovat ions despite international legal and financial obstacles raised

by patent conventions, time lags in national economic and science

development planning, and the inherent resistance to change among the

Third World agricultural population, which is living so close to subsistence

levels that it cannot afford to gamble away its well-establ ished staple

food crops grown on scarce land. The resolution of these problems will
require higher Ievels and new types of international co-operation among

research institutions of the North and the South on the basis of equality

and mutual benefit, in order to tackle the problems of food and energy

together. A major scientific research thrust not only at the national,

but also at the international, level is required, not just by the

natural and applied sciences but one taking fully into account the

social and cultural dimensions of the adjustment.

It is essential to remember that the current food-energy di Iemma

is not a new phenomenon. ln the past, most societies have experienced

population pressures which have led to the intensification of food

production. Such intensification has always Ied to envi ronmental

depletion which, whenever it was overcome, resulted in new systems

of production or fai I ing that, in massive migration. By and large

each of these revolutions in production systems has been based on the
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adoption of a new fuel or energy source. Animal power, fuelwood, hydropower,

coal, oil and gas have variously fueled many of these transitions, with the

cycle being repeated many times in some societies. But our global inter-

dependence has brought a great portion of the world face to face with the

food-energy crisis all at once. lt will be our task to evolve new science-

based and sustainable production systems that wi I I break the cycle and promote

development as rapidly and equitably as possible. This process leads to new

perceptions of the nature, dynamics and directions of the development process.

The current combination of large populations, massive endemic poverty and

high energy cost, which forces us to confront the food-energy nexus, will

also take us along different trajectories of industrialization and rural

modernization from those of the industrialized world. These will be less

energy-intensive but equally sophisticated and may eventually lead to a

variety of modern civilization based on non-Western u"lu" configurations.

It is this process in which we are now involved.

I fully recognize that I am setting before you a vast agenda for your

consideration and action--and one that will only be meaningful after much

hard-nosed research and thinking. I would not for the moment underestimate

the conrplexity and difficulty of the task of coping with the food and energy

pivot--on which will turn so much of the future development of the Third

World. But it must be done. The equation I gave you at the outset bears

repeating: The Thi rd lJorld cannot solve its food problems without solving

its energy problems--and without the solution of both, the road ahead leads

to economic and social chaos.

As I have indicated, there is an enormous task ahead of us--and one which

will need a co-ordinated attack at many different levels. I would like to

rnention briefly just one of those levels--that of the researcher. For if
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the solutions are to be found, it will be only after their various elements

are thoroughly thought through and analyzed--economical ly, clltural ly,

social ly, and pol itical ly.

The resolution of these problems will therefore require higher levels

and new types of international co-operation among research institutions of

the North and South, on the basis of equality and mutual benefit--in order

to tackle the problem together. A major scientific thrust is required, not

only at the national but also at the international level. lt must not only

enlist the natural and applied sciences, but also take fully into account

the social and cultural dimensions of the transformat ion requi red.

We need al I of us therefore to turn our best efforts to this chal'lenge--

and the United Nations University stands ready to do its part. The University

is an international community of scholars, engaged in the kind of multi-

disciplinary, innovative, intercultural research whi'ch I believe could bring

particular insights to the problems I have been discussing. lts Charter'

granted by the General Assembly, gives it a unique ability to delve into

politically sensitive issues which must be confronted if we hope to solve

the food-energy crisis. Scientists and researchers of its networks are

already working together on a number of the problems that have been cited.

Above all, however, it must be recognized that, if this turning point

is to be directed towards a more humane, just and secure future world, it will

take the co-operation of al I of us--internationa l organizations I ike UNDP,

planners in the national governments like those assembled here, and research

and training institutions al I over the wortd.

The task is immense. We must try to do it together, and we must start

immediately. Surely anything less would be to abdicate our responsibi I ity to

future generations.
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